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Spring, 2007

-Course description:
 For this semester, besides following the text as we did in the first 
semester, we will also be adding some advanced reading materials which will 
be from the news story from ICRT or some other English magazines. The way we 
proceed our class will have a little change too. For each new unit, a group 
of students will be designated to preview some reading materials (either from 
our text or from the news story). And their job when we come to our class 
gathering is to share the main idea of the reading, and also to raise 
questions to elicit answers from the rest of the class.

-Syllabus:
1. 2/27 -Grouping (6 groups) 
2. 3/6 -On Unit 9: Back to the future—listening and grammar practicing.
 -Demo. on how doing summarizing of the reading “Are you in love?”
          Homework: One group designated to do the preview summary report 
          on a news story from China Post.
3. 3/13 -Unit 9 (continued); Instructor vs. students: Q on “Are you in love?”
         -1st group doing the preview summary report and raising questions 
about the news stories.
4. 3/20 Unit 10: I don’t like working on weekends!—listening and grammar 
 practicing.
          Homework: One group designated to do the preview summary report 
          on a news story from China Post. And the reading of Unit 10.
5. 3/27  Unit 10 (continued); 
         - 2nd group doing the preview summary report and raising questions 
about the news   
          stories   and reading of Unit 10.
6. 4/3 調整放假
7. 4/10 Unit 11: It’s really worth seeing!—Listening and grammar
 Homework: prepare for vocabulary quiz
8. 4/17 Vocabulary quiz; oral test (one group as a unit)
9. 4/24 Midterm exam
         Homework: -1 group doing the preview summary report and raising 
questions about the 
         news stories and reading of Unit 11.
10. 5/1 Unit 11 (continued)
        - 3rd group doing the preview summary report and raising questions 
about the news 
         stories   and reading of Unit 11.
11. 5/8 Unit 12: It could happen to you!—listening and grammar
         Homework: -1 group doing the preview summary report and raising 
questions about the news  
         stories and reading of Unit 12.
12. 5/15 Unit 12 (continued)
 - 4th group doing the preview summary report and raising questions 
         about the news stories and reading of Unit 12
13. 5/22 Unit 15: What would you do?—listening and grammar
         Homework: -1 group doing the preview summary report and raising 
questions about the news  
         stories and reading of Unit 15.
14. 5/27 Unit 15 (continued)
 -5th group doing the preview summary report and raising questions 
         about the news stories and reading of Unit 15
         Homework: - 6th group doing the preview summary report and raising 
questions about 
         news stories 
15. 6/5 -vocabulary quiz
 -6th group doing the preview summary report and raising questions 
          about the news stories
16. 6/12 Final exam

-Text:
  Richards, Jack C.   Interchange 2 (Third edition)   Cambridge UP, 2005. Now 
also available in the Caves in Fu-Jen University.



The materials for students to do group summary report and to do paraphrasing 
are from news stories.

-Requirements:
1. Each group must complete the assigned work. Any group fails to do the 
assigned summary report or preview report will lose 10 points each time.
2. Be present. Anyone absent for 3 times in a row will be kicked out 
automatically. Inform the instructor about your reason of absent by providing 
leave proof. Anyone absent without leave proof will lose 3 points each time.
3. Be on time. Anyone with habitual lateness for class will lose up to 10 
points.

Grading:
1. Midterm and Final------------------------60%
2. Group preview report---------------------20%
3. Vocabulary quiz--------------------------20%
4. The score gotten in answering questions—extra 10%


